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When you turn on a faucet or flip a light switch, do you keep your 
fingers crossed because you are not sure of the outcome, or do 
you even give it a second thought? most people would answer 
this question by pointing to the latter rather than the former. one 
of the more remarkable aspects of infrastructure is how little we 
think about it. Hardly anyone grasps that infrastructure is to a 
society what the circulatory system is to a human body: a series 
of vital, interwoven transmission belts for moving not just things 
but also people, services and ideas. 

In fact, not too long ago when you mentioned the word 
infrastructure in a conversation with a non-engineer, you either 
got a blank stare or like the Spelling bee, the listener asked 

you to spell it and use it in a sentence! Well, the good news is that “Infrastructure” has 
slowly but surely seeped into our national lexicon and you even hear leading politicians talk 
about needed infrastructure investments. The bad news is there is still not enough funding 
to even maintain what we have got, let alone invest in new infrastructure. The current 
recession has obviously made matters worse. 

Historically, recessions tend to trigger a drop in tax revenue and an increased demand for 
government services, which stresses government budgets. The current recession is no 
different, but this time, declines in municipal tax revenues have been more severe. This is 
due to prolonged period of high unemployment, and a sluggish economic recovery. Another 
factor that is contributing to the current sharp decline in tax revenue is the shrinking of the 
property tax base because of high rate of property foreclosures and continuing falling home 
prices. Stable home prices provide stable tax revenue, which is used to fund many critical 
city and county services, such as the local police force, fire department, public education, 
and infrastructure projects. The fall in property values that began in the recent recession, 
and that continues in many markets across California today, is slowing down. However its 
impacts are still amplifying the budget crises in local cities and counties across California. 

Well, that is cheerful information! Should we fold up our tents and wait for the economy to 
get better and hope for more infrastructure funding at that time? or should we mobilize 
behind a unified message and become individual “Infrastructure Champions” advocating 
for a cause that directly impacts our careers, and communities’ well being, as well as, in 
our case, California’s economic health? California in some respects is a microcosm of our 
nation. We are a culturally diverse, and rapidly growing State. As such, our infrastructure 
is beginning to show its age. With 38 million residents, California is the most populated 
state in the country and its economy ranks as the world’s eighth largest economy. This 
trend is expected to continue into the foreseeable future. over the next 20 years, California 
is expected to grow at a rapid pace. based on some estimates our State will add an 
additional 10 million residents over the next 20 years, putting California’s population at 
a staggering 48 million people. These days, Californians are noticing infrastructure more 
than usual, and at least some are trying to think about it—because it’s failing, sometimes 
with disturbing consequences. This is precisely the reason that ASCe region 9 (California) 
decided to examine the state of our infrastructure by producing a report card in 2006 and 
then updating it again in 2012.

As the Co-Chair of the 2006 and 2012 California Infrastructure report Cards, (www.
ascecareportcard.org), I had the honor and privilege of unveiling both State-Wide 
Infrastructure report Cards at the Capitol in Sacramento. The most recent one took place 
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Urban Development and Sustainable Infrastructure
by Mark r. norton P.E. lEEd aP, Past ascE la section President and ascE centennial committee member

The history of Los Angeles area development can be seen as the 
crowning achievement of man’s ability to tame the environment and 
transform a once dry and arid environment with a population of only 
310,000 in 1910 to a booming megalopolis that is home to over 18 
million people today. Looking back upon the past century, the Los 
Angeles region reflects the vision of early urban planners of a land 
of interconnected system of freeways, streets and roads dependent 
upon the automobile as the primary source of transportation. However, 
despite the construction of one of the most significant freeway 
systems in the country with some freeways spanning up to six lanes 
in one direction, the region’s transportation system, a hallmark of this 
urban environment, is continually plagued with traffic congestion, air 
pollution and passenger frustration. The dependence on automobile 
traffic and the effects of rapid population growth over the past century 
have created an urbanized and sprawling region that some may feel is 
far less than what many may have hoped for. 

Starting in the 70’s urban planners began rethinking the policies of 
previous decades and enacted general plans that encouraged mixed-
use developments in both urban and outlying areas. developers and 
supporting civil engineering started mixing commercial land use with 
residential spaces. restoration of existing buildings grew in popularity, 
replacing the raze-and-renew policy that dominated urban planning in 
the 1960s and 1970s. greater emphasis was placed on pedestrian-
friendly developments even as they approved continued expansion. 

Through the close of the 20th century and moving into the 21st century, 
new concepts of sustainability, low impact development, smart growth, 
and integrated sustainable infrastructure arose in community planning 
and design. Civil engineering practices are now embracing these 
strategies in the L.A. region with new rating systems for sustainability 
and green design. These practices are anticipated to significantly 
affect how we grow over the next century. 

History of L.A. Urban Development
With the construction of the Los Angeles Aqueduct, also celebrating 
its 2013 Centennial as a major civil engineering achievement, the 
city was transformed with four times as much water as it required 
and lured the growth of many neighboring communities. during the 
spectacular growth of the 1910s and 1920s, the Pacific electric red 
Car trolley lines were the axis of urbanization in Los Angeles, however, 
they gradually become unprofitable and increasingly unattractive 
compared to automobiles which were rapidly growing in popularity. As 
automobiles became cheaper and began to fill the region’s roads in the 
1920s, electric Pacific electric trolleys lost ridership largely due to the 
congested roads often causing accidents that made service unreliable. 
Cities abandoned some well-established public transport system in 

favor of the automobile. Southern California embraced the car and the 
freeway. It had ample space to expand, and many developers eager to 
profit from expansion.

over time, Los Angeles became a city built around the automobile, 
with all the social, health and political problems that this dependence 
produces. The urban spread of Los Angeles became a notable feature 
of the town, and the pace of the growth accelerated in the first 
decades of the 20th century. Initially, the expansions of life from the 
cities outward helped middle-class families improve the quality of their 
lives. fresh air, space and access to nature used to be reserved for 
the elite. With a car, citizens could live in uncrowded conditions yet still 
be able to work in urban centers. veterans returning from service in 
World War II bought homes in rapidly developed suburbs. Prior to the 
expansion boom, adequate and affordable housing was rare. Isolation 
from the fabric of urban life led some to question the middle-class 
values of the 1950s and early 1960s. Increased sprawl in the 1980s 
further increased residents’ reliance on cars. going to the market or 
even reaching public transportation meant driving. Cities and states 
further widened roads and highways to accommodate the increased 
traffic. Pedestrian traffic on busy thoroughfares became unpleasant 
and dangerous. People living farther from urban centers spent more 
and more time commuting, a trend that unfortunately continues in the 
21st century.

What Dreams We Had
In reviewing the path chosen by early leaders in how the Los Angeles 
would grow, it is important to note that there were several early 
engineering and planning attempts to redirect the growing automobile 
dependent society in a perhaps more societal sustainable pattern.  
Some of the more creative ideas that would perhaps have changed the 
face of urban growth and promoted more sustainable approaches were 
the consideration of rapid transit systems. In 1954, various monorail 
proposals were being considered by L.A.  one proposal arose that 
many urban planners of today wonder “what if”.  In 1960, about a year 
after Walt disney’s demonstration model monorail at disneyland, the 
Alweg monorail Company proposed to finance and construct a rapid 
transit monorail system 43 miles in length, serving the San fernando 
valley, the Wilshire corridor, the San bernardino corridor and downtown 
Los Angeles. The Alweg offer was a turn-key proposal in which they 
would finance the construction and turn over to the system to mTA a 
completed and operating system. The budget for the initial monorail 
network, including rolling stock, was estimated to be $187.5 million. 
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on february 29, 2012 to a standing room only crowd of ordinary 
citizens, engineers, officials, and journalists.  ASCe has over 14,000 
members in both public and private sectors throughout California. The 
support for this report card was founded in the engineering profession 
represented by not only ASCe, but organizations such as American 
Public Works Association (APWA), university of California  Irvine’s Civil 
& environmental engineering Affiliates (uCI Cee), American Council of 
Consulting engineers (ACeC), and others, to name a few. The California 
Infrastructure report Card effort involved about 100 volunteers from 
both the Public and The Private sectors who combed through volumes 
of data, developed reports, recommended public policy positions, and 
calculated funding needs for eight infrastructure categories over five 
months and countless number of hours, to get to the finish line. So, 
how did California do and how did our grades change from 2006?

The good news is that the overall gPA improved slightly from “C-” to a 
“C”. Still, this is not a report card that one would be proud showing off 
to others. The slight improvements in grades could be attributable to 
existing projects in the “pipeline” as well as an infusion of money from 
the passage of the 2006 infrastructure ballot initiatives, worth about 
$42b, and the effects of the American recovery and reinvestment  Act 
of 2009; better known as ArrA. now, don’t get me wrong, those are 
all good things, but when we look at the $650b need over 10 years 
versus the $42b one time infrastructure bonds, we know we have a 
long way to go, and we should not ease up on our efforts, just yet. It 
is the old adage of “Pay me now or Pay me later”. Consider the fact 
that the needed infrastructure investment in California has increased 
from $37 billion annually in the 2006 Infrastructure report Card to 
$65 billion annually in this year’s Infrastructure report Card in just six 
years. Infrastructure components do not remain static and deteriorate 
over time so as engineers we are always playing a catch-up game 
even to maintain the infrastructure we have. The message is; our 
infrastructure is deteriorating very rapidly and the days of getting by 
with just maintenance, are gone. 

In the past five decades, our capital investment has plummeted 
precipitously. In the 1950s and 60s, California spent 20 cents of 
every dollar on capital projects. by the 1980s, that figure dropped to 
less than five cents on the dollar. Current estimates put infrastructure 
investment at around a penny on the dollar. This is despite ever-
increasing demands presented by population growth and economic 
development. much of the state’s public infrastructure was designed 
and built to serve a population half the size of California’s 38 million 
residents today and we face an ever growing population in years to 
come. 

So what can we do about this? The California Infrastructure report 
Card has outlined several public policy options in the Citizen’s guide. 
These include the “Self-Help” model which has been very successful 
here in California, especially Southern California. virtually every county 
South of ventura County has a “1/2 cent sales tax” in place with the 
funds going directly to road and transportation projects for that specific 
county. “Pay As you go” is another model that we believe its time 
has come and needs to be applied to more infrastructure elements 
than just Toll roads. If you think about it, there are many businesses 
around us that charge a premium for delivering a premium service. 
for example, uPS, the cable companies, and pest control companies 
all charge extra if you want to reduce their standard 4-6 hour waiting 
block to a 1-2 hour window. It has also become accepted industry 
practice by most airlines to charge extra for each piece of luggage 
you want to check in. America’s power, water and transportation 
infrastructures have long been correctly regarded as marvels of the 

modern age. more important, perhaps, is that in a nation proud of 
private initiative and responsibility, and of government both small and 
federal, infrastructure has long forced us to adapt our ideology to 
necessity. Adapting our approach to areas where people are willing 
to pay for infrastructure renewal is an important step in shifting that 
paradigm.

next, the term Public Private Partnership or PPP has been thrown 
around a lot but under-utilized in my opinion. PPP or P3s have mostly 
been discussed in the context of a private entity funding the construction 
of a public infrastructure upfront in exchange for a revenue stream 
from the public entity over a fixed period of time.  There are innovative 
partnerships and solutions that can be formulated in this area that can 
save cash strapped cities and counties a lot of upfront monies, as well 
as time and effort. 

finally, we need to get to know our infrastructure. We can’t have an 
infrastructure rehabilitation/renewal strategy if we don’t have a road 
map showing us what those needs are. Having little or no knowledge 
about the condition of our infrastructure will guarantees its failure in the 
not so distant of a future. This is one case that Ignorance is definitely 
not bliss. Consider if you will that the ratio of emergency repairs to 
non-emergency repairs could be 5:1. This means  that $65 billion we 
have identified, could mean $325 billion annually if  there are a lot of 
infrastructure failures that have to be funded on an emergency basis. 
you know that we can’t afford $65 billion now so we really can’t afford 
to wait and let it become $325 billion annually.

one thing is for certain, we are living on borrowed time when it 
comes to our infrastructure and if we don’t undertake a major and 
comprehensive rehabilitation soon, we will leave very little infrastructure 
to our grandchildren. So how do we move forward? Well the answer is 
straightforward, but it does take a bit of work and perseverance to 
implement. I would summarize it in three steps; 1) discovery (develop 
an accurate picture of your infrastructure by producing your local 
report card), 2) message (get to know infrastructure demands your 
public has and is willing to support) and 3) Advocacy (combine the 
results of your findings and take that message to the public and public 
officials).

you see, it all starts and ends with uS. As Civil engineers we can be 
our own best representatives and cheerleaders to deliver the message 
of need for infrastructure funding to the general public and politicians. 
So, get involved, and get ready to start preaching the gospel of 
infrastructure renewal to your friends, neighbors, and your countrymen. 
you will be amazed at the tremendous impact you will have.

I am very interested in your thoughts and feedback, please send your 
comments and questions to yemrani@hfinc.com

P r E s i d E n t ’ s  M E s s a g E                                                                                                                            continued from page 1                 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

To subscribe to the Wallace Group Currents e-newsletter, email wg@wallacegroup.us.
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September saw the end of the first year 
of this two-year session. The governor 
had until october 12 to sign or veto 
legislation. Some of the following pieces 
of legislation may not have been signed.

Signed Bills of Interest
Ab 14 (Lowenthal) (Support) will require 
the Transportation Agency to prepare a 
state freight plan with specified elements 
to govern the immediate and long-range 
planning activities and capital investments 

of the state with respect to the movement of freight. The bill requires 
the agency to establish a freight advisory committee with various 
responsibilities in that regard. The initial state freight plan would be 
submitted to the Legislature, the governor, and certain state agencies 
by december 31, 2014, and updated every 5 years thereafter.

Ab 528 (Lowenthal) will revise the items required to be included in the 
State rail Plan and the business plan. The bill would require the State 
rail Plan to be submitted to the California Transportation Commission 
for advice 6 months prior to submitting the final State rail Plan to the 
Transportation Agency for approval, and, on or before march 1, 2017, 
would require the approved State rail Plan to be submitted to the 
Legislature, the governor, and other specified entities. The bill would 
require the state rail plan to be updated, at a minimum, every 5 years.

Ab 811 (Lowenthal) Current law authorizes the Attorney general, a 
district attorney, or the state or a local agency that issued a permit 
to excavate to bring an action for the enforcement of a civil penalty 
against an operator or excavator who negligently or knowingly and 
willfully violates the requirements of these and related provisions. 

Ab 811 will require statewide information provided by operators and 
excavators regarding facility events to be compiled and made available 
in an annual report by regional notification centers and posted on the 
Internet Web sites of those regional notification centers.

Ab 1259 (olsen) enacts conforming changes as a follow-up to Sb 
1278 (Wolk, 2012) and Ab 1965 (Pan, 2012), which revised the flood 
hazard planning and development requirements for cities and counties 
located in the Sacramento-San Joaquin valley.

Sb 4 (Pavley) defines the terms well stimulation treatment, hydraulic 
fracturing, and hydraulic fracturing fluid. The bill requires the Secretary 
of the natural resources Agency, on or before January 1, 2015, to 
cause to be conducted, and completed, an independent scientific 
study on well stimulation treatments, including acid well stimulation 
and hydraulic fracturing treatments. The bill requires an owner or 
operator of a well to record and include all data on acid treatments 
and well stimulation treatments.

Signing the bill, governor brown issued the following statement: To the 
members of the California State Senate: “I am signing Senate bill 4, 
which establishes strong environmental protections and transparency 

requirements for hydraulic fracturing and other well stimulation 
operations. I am also directing the department of Conservation, when 
implementing the bill, to develop an efficient permitting program for 
well stimulation activities that groups permits together based on 
factors such as known geologic conditions and environmental impacts, 
while providing for more particularized review in other situations when 
necessary. The bill needs some clarifying amendments and I will work 
with the author in making those changes next year. Sincerely, edmund 
g. brown Jr.”

Sb 135 (Padilla) will require the office of emergency Services, 
in collaboration with various entities, including the united States 
geological Survey, to develop a comprehensive statewide earthquake 
early warning system in California through a public-private partnership 
and would require the system to include certain features, including the 
installation of field sensors. The bill will require the office to develop 
an approval mechanism to review compliance with earthquake early 
warning standards as they are developed.

Sb 425 (deSaulnier) (Support) will allow a public agency, principally 
tasked with administering, planning, developing, and operating a 
public works project, to establish a specified peer review group, as 
defined, and would require the administering agency, if a peer review 
group is established, to draft a charter, published on the agency’s 
Internet Web site, related to the duties of the peer review group.

Recent Reports
CA budget Project has released its report, “uneven Progress: What 
the economic recovery Has meant for California’s Workers,” finds that 
the state “has added nearly 770,000 jobs since early 2010,” but 34 
out of CA’s 58 counties still have unemployment rates in double digits. 

The Legislative Analyst’s office has released the following review: 
review of the proposed memorandum of understanding for bargaining 
unit 9, represented by the Professional engineers in California 
government.

yale School of forestry & environmental Studies has released a 
survey, “Climate Change in the Californian mind,” finds 79 percent 
of Californians believe global warming is happening and 11 percent 
believe it is not, also that 58 percent believe that if global warming is 
happening, it is “mostly due to human activities.”  

Public Policy Institute of CA has released its report, “Parcel Taxes 
for education in California,” outlines proposal to lower threshold for 
passing school parcel taxes in local elections from two-thirds to 55%, 
finds reform “would probably allow far more parcel taxes to pass,” but 
there is “no evidence that it would expand their use beyond the sort of 
wealthy bay Area school districts that already have them.” 

next 10 releases “Cleantech Investment: A decade of CA’s evolving 
Portfolio” finds corporate investors are “growing players California’s 
clean-tech sector” while “traditional venture capitalists” continue 
playing “pivotal role.”

a r t i c l E

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

State Investments and Legislative Update
by Fareed Pittalwala, P.E. 

continued on page 5
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environment California research & Policy Center has released its 
report, “Will Solar Power Have a Home in California,” finds “net energy 
metering is a vital part of a healthy residential solar energy market.” 

Appointments
By Governor. As chief deputy director at the CA department of Water 
resources: Laura King Moon, 53, Woodland, democrat, project 
manager for the bay delta Conservation Plan.

To CA Infrastructure and economic development bank board of 
directors: Peter Luchetti, 57, Sausalito, decline-to-state, founder 
and managing partner at Table rock Capital.

By Speaker of Assembly. To CA Coastal Commission: Greg Cox, 
65, Chula vista, republican, chair of the San diego County board 
of Supervisors. fills vacancy left when a previous commissioner’s 
term expired. Cox’s term expires may 2017. Compensation: $50 per 
meeting, $12.50 per hour in preparation for meetings not to exceed 
eight hours per meeting, plus actual and necessary expenses. As 
alternate to mr. Cox on the CA Coastal Commission: Olga Diaz, 37, 
escondido, democrat, deputy mayor of escondido. Pleasure term. 
Compensation: same as above for meetings she attends in Cox’s 
place.

a r t i c l E  continued from page 4                 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

I am very excited to be writing this article 
as the new ASCe region 9 governor 
for the Sacramento Section. first of 
all, I would like to thank the outgoing 
governors: fareed Pittalwala, Camilla 
Saviz and brent Seimer, for all of their 
hard work over the past three years. The 
new incoming governors: Kwame Agyare 
(San francisco Section governor), gregg 
fiegel (governor At-Large) and I, have big 
shoes to fill. 

over the next three years I will strive to provide great leadership and 
support to the Sacramento Section, region 9 and the region 9 board. 
Throughout my career I have been an active ASCe participant and 
served in many capacities including ymf President and Sacramento 
Section President. In my previous positions as an ASCe officer I have 
participated in legislative activities including the Washington d.C. 
fly-in and legislative activities in Sacramento. I have participated in 
WrymC and WSbL so I am familiar with the message that ASCe is 
promoting. 

Part of what I enjoy about ASCe is giving back to the community 
and also to the students. I’ve judged and volunteered at mid-Pac 
competitions, helped on scholarship committees, individual and 
project award committees, participated in several resume workshops, 
helped with the annual golf tournament benefiting the make-A-Wish 
foundation, and many other activities.

As governor, I don’t see my role 
changing much from what I had been 
previously doing; it will simply be 
expanding to a larger audience. As 
governor I will act as a liaison between 
the Sacramento Section and region 
9 and bring forward any issues that 
arise. In my previous role as President 
of the Sacramento Section I actively 

represented the section on the region 9 board which provided me 
with an introduction to the experience required and the issues that 
will be dealt with throughout my term including legislative activities, 
project and individual awards, infrastructure report cards, etc. 

I think my experience with ASCe will be a valuable asset to the ASCe 
region 9 board and I look forward to working with all of the ASCe 
members within region 9.

a r t i c l E

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

New Governor Perspective
by Oscar serrano, P.E., M. ascE, ascE region 9 sacramento section governor
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After consideration, the County board of Supervisors voted against the 
project. This decision to reject the attractive offer was deemed likely 
based on political pressures from general motors and Standard oil 
Company, strong advocates for continuing the automobile dependence. 
even the great writer science fiction author, ray bradbury, could not 
overturn the decision serving as one of strongest advocate for an L.A. 
monorail. He stated “A single transit line will not answer our problems; 
we must lay plans for a series of transportation systems that would 
allow us to move freely, once more, within our city. The answer to 
all this is the monorail.” bradbury believed that monorails were ideal 
for our lovely climate stating “(leave the subways to terribly-weathered 
new york, et al) and we could build ten for the cost of one subway line.” 

Regional Land Use Planning 
In october 28, 1965, the Southern California Association of 
governments (SCAg) was formed when local elected officials from 56 
cities and five counties first convened to begin growth projections and 
regional planning for Southern California’s future. Today SCAg is the 
largest regional planning organization in the nation. based on the 2010 
uS Census, with more than 18 million residents, the region has more 
population than any state in the nation with the exceptions of California, 
Texas and new york. 

one of the most signicant planning documents developed by SCAg is 
the Compass blueprint. Compass blueprint looks at these important 
relationships and makes the case that land use and transportation 
planning decisions should be made in careful coordination with each 
other. Compass blueprint is a new way to look at how Southern 
California grows.  Since 2000, SCAg has worked actively with the 
people and institutions of Southern California to create a dynamic 
regional growth vision based on these four principles: 1) mobility 
- getting where we want to go, 2) Livability - Creating positive 
communities, 3) Prosperity - Long-term health for the region and 4) 
Sustainability - ensuring that today’s decisions do not compromise 
future generations. The Compass blueprint informs the development 
of the regional Transportation Plan (rTP) and Sustainable Communities 
Strategy, assisting local government planning efforts. 

Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Community Design
SCAg has also taken a lead role in encouraging green building and 
community design. greenhouse gas emissions from buildings are 
substantial.  new buildings can be constructed using passive solar 
building design, low- or zero-energy building techniques, using 
renewable heat sources. existing buildings can be made more efficient 
through the use of insulation, high-efficiency appliances (particularly 
hot water heaters and furnaces), double- or triple-glazed windows, 
external window shades, and building orientation and siting. While a 

number of “green building” rating systems have been developed, the 
most well-known is the Leed system, developed by the u.S. green 
building Council (uSgbC) promotes sustainability in how buildings and 
now “green neighborhood” are designed, built, and operated.

Another concept that has taken hold in recent years is sustainable 
urban infrastructure. It is an infrastructure that facilitates a place or 
region’s progress towards the goal of sustainable living. A sustainable 
design can lead to the development of sustainable communities by 
ensuring that infrastructural knowledge makes improvements that do 
not deplete natural resources. This is accomplished through sustainable 
infrastructure strategies for watershed master-planning, integrated 
storm water management, reclaiming urban spaces, and green 
streets programs. The approach also embraces the role of creative 
thinking and collaborative team-building play in developing the complex 
solutions needed to affect sustainability. many civil engineering firms 
throughout the Los Angeles region are moving forward with this new 
approach. 

The Next Century
for the next 100 years, greater pressures will be upon the development 
community and the supporting civil engineering community to assure 
that ‘sustainable’ urban city features are utilized such as: compact, 
efficient land use; less automobile use, better access; efficient resource 
use; less pollution and waste; the restoration of natural systems; good 
housing and living environments; a healthy social ecology; a sustainable 
economy; community participation and involvement; and preservation 
of local culture and wisdom. 

“Sustainability” has also been embraced by ASCe Society as a 
desirable need for civil engineering projects and helped establish the 
Institute of Sustainability Infrastructure (ISI) in 2012 which administers 
a sustainability rating system called envision Tm to aid project teams, 
owners, agencies and the public to describe elements of sustainable 
projects and how projects can be delivered that are more efficient and 
effective solutions. 

for the LA region, one can anticipate that future urban development and 
the associated supporting infrastructure needed to support the current 
quality of life standards will be a continuing challenge particularly as 
the LA region’s population continues to increase with all its associated 
demands on resources. regardless, it will be the civil engineers who 
play a key role in the design and implementation of the L.A. regions 
development and infrastructure and will play an important role in how 
we grow and adapt to sustainability practices that help ensure a quality 
of life for us and for future generations to come.
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INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Outstanding Civil Engineer in Government
Daniel R. Ferons – Winner

Outstanding Civil Engineer in Private Sector
Steve N. Foellmi – Winner

Outstanding Younger Civil Engineer
Valerie G. Huff  – Winner

Adrienne Fedrick – Honorable Mention

Outstanding Faculty Advisor
Rupa Purasinghe – Winner

Outstanding Practitioner Advisor
Carolyn Berg – Winner

Outstanding Civil Engineer in Legislative Activities
Phillip Davies – Winner

Outstanding Civil Engineer in Community Service
Mina Azarnia – Winner

Lifetime Achievement in Civil Engineering
Thomas M. Morgan – Winner

Excellence in Journalism
Thomas Curwen, Los Angeles Times – Winner

Carl Blum Award
Heren Molina – Winner

President’s Award
Jay Higgins – Winner

PROJECT AWARDS

Outstanding Private Sector Civil Engineering Project
Metro Orange Line Extension – Winner

Alton Parkway Extension – Honorable Mention
El Estero Wastewater Treatment Plant – Honorable Mention

Outstanding Sustainability Project 
Newport Beach Learning Center –  Winner

Rancho Cucamonga Public Works Service Center – Honorable Mention

Outstanding Architectural Engineering Project
USC John McKay Center – Winner

Outstanding Government Civil Engineering Project
Echo Park Lake Rehabilitation Project – Winner
Van Buren Bridges Project – Honorable Mention

New Secondary Activated Sludge Facility 2 at Plant No. 1 – Honorable Mention

Congratulations To All 2013 Awardees: 
ASCE Los Angeles Section Awards Luncheon And Officer Installation
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Geotechnical   |   Environmental  | Testing and Inspection

Irvine
Bakersfield
Los Angeles
Palm Desert

Rancho Cucamonga
San Diego

Santa Clarita
Temecula
Ventura 

www.leightongroup.com
Thomas C. Benson, Jr., PE, GE, REA I | President and CEO

GENTERRA Consultants, Inc.

Joseph J. Kulikowski, P.E., G.E.
President and Senior Principal Engineer

15375 Barranca Parkway, Building L
Irvine, California 92618

Tel:  949.753.8766     Fax:  949.753.8887
joekul@genterra.com
www.genterra.com

CIVIL ENGINEERING • GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING • DAMS AND LEVEES
OFFICES IN NO. & SO. CALIFORNIA, COLORADO AND PENNSYLVANIA

SERVICES PROVIDED NATIONWIDE

A  K  E  L  
ENGI-

Water Resources  

Infrastructure Modeling  

and Master Planning 

Tony Akel, P.E. 
Principal 

Phone: 559.436.0600 
Fax:     559.436.0622 
Cell:     559.593.5937 
Email: takel@akeleng.com 

7433 N. First St. Suite 103 
Fresno, California 93720 

www.akeleng.com 
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* Geotechnical Engineering           * Engineering Geology
* Geo-Earthquake Engineering       * Hydrogeology
* Seismic Hazards Evaluation            * Seismic Geology
* Soil Dynamics/Vibrations                 * Forensic Studies

525 N Cabrillo Park Drive, Suite 280
Santa Ana, California  92701

Phone: (714) 796-9100;  FAX: (714) 796-9191
Web Site: www.geopentech.com

P r O F E s s i O n a l  d i r E c t O r y
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Geotechnical Engineering 
Engineering Geology 
Environmental Consulting 
Materials Testing & Inspections 

Offices throughout California 
Los Angeles Area Office (818) 901-8075 

www.earthsystems.com 

EARTH SYSTEMS 

� WATER
� WASTEWATER
� RECYCLED WATER
� STORM WATER

STEWART

I N C O R P O R A T E D

E N G I N E E R I N G C O N S U L T A N T S

&
KRIEGER

R i v e r s i d e , C A  � ( 9 5 1 ) 6 8 4 - 6 9 0 0

w w w . k r i e g e r a n d s t e w a r t . c o m

 
 

Land Development Consultants 
Cost Estimating 
Construction Management 
Dry Utility Consulting/Coordination 
Public/Private Bid Administration 
CFD Administration 
Electric/Telephone Applicant Designs 
Expert Witness/Litigation Support 
SBE, DBE, WBE Certified  
 

Office: 714-751-5557    Contact:  
1516 Brookhollow Drive   Marji Knitter, President – mknitter@moote.com   or 
Santa Ana, CA 92705    Mike McGovern, PE, FASCE – mmcgovern@moote.com 

Paul A. Moote & Associates, Inc  www.moote.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hall & Foreman, Inc.
Engineering    Planning    Surveying

800.544.2114
www.hfinc.com

Offices throughout Southern California including Tustin, 
Santa Clarita, Temecula & Victorville

ADVANCED ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

Software written & supported by the
AUTHORS OF THE COUNTY MANUALS

advancedengineeringsoftware.com
 SD: (760) 510-5940, OC: (657) 229-0090

KIEWIT INFRASTRUCTURE WEST CO.
10704 Shoemaker Ave., Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

(562) 946-1816
www.kiewit.com

 

17991 Fitch, Irvine, CA 92614
Phone (949) 442-2442  Fax (949) 476-8322

E-Mail:  hninyo@nmggeotechnical.com
www.nmggeotechnical.com

Hayim Ninyo
Ted Miyake

Hayim Ninyo
Ted Miyake

17991 Fitch, Irvine, CA 92614
Phone (949) 442-2442   Fax (949) 476-8322

E-Mail:  hninyo@nmggeotechnical.com
www.nmggeotechnical.com
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CORPORATE OFFICE 
1470 E. Cooley Drive 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 783-0101 
 

Offices throughout California 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

PLANNING 

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

SURVEYING 

Geotechnical Stabilization, Inc.

1558 Sterling Court • Escondido, CA 92029-1208
760/489-6696 • FAX  760-489-6697

Chemical Grouting Compaction Grouting
PressGrout Piles Lense Grouting

Amer R. Al-Alusi, P.E.
President

alusi@gsigrout.com

HEADQUARTERS
17520 Newhope Street, Suite 200 | Fountain Valley, California  92708

main: 714.481.7300   fax: 714.481.7299
ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS:

PHOENIX, AZ • BEIJING, CHINA • CAIRO, EGYPT • MOSCOW, RUSSIA

WWW.PACEWATER.COM

• Water / Wastewater
• Manmade Lakes / Streams
   Fountains / Pools

• Stormwater Management
• River Engineering

• River / Wetland
   Restoration

ADVANCED WATER ENGINEERING
...in partnership with nature

925 Harbor Plaza
Long Beach, CA 90802
562-283-7000

www.POLB.com

With offi ces throughout Southern California, we 
deliver expert solutions for our clients.

515 S. Flower Street, 4th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90071 
P + 1.213.330.7200

CREATE. 
ENHANCE. 
SUSTAIN.

www.aecom.com

MORE POWERFULLY
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Shahram Vahdat, P.E.

URS Corporation
915 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 700
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Tel: 213.996.2200
Fax: 213.996.2374

Richard Hart, P.E.

URS Corporation
2020 East First St., Ste. 400
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Tel: 714.835.6886
Fax: 714.667.7147

www.urscorp.com

D E D I C AT I O N  T O  S E R V I C E ® 
 
C I V I L  A N D  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N 
E N G I N E E R I N G

C O N S T R U C T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T

L A N D S C A P E  A R C H I T E C T U R E

M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R I N G

P L A N N I N G

P U B L I C  W O R K S  A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

S U R V E Y I N G / G I S  S O L U T I O N S

WAT E R  R E S O U R C E S
8 0 5  5 4 4 - 4 0 1 1

w w w . w a l l a c e g r o u p . u s

P r O F E s s i O n a l  d i r E c t O r y
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Civil - Planning - Water Resources - Inspection
Surveying - Construction Management - Program Management

Architecture - Environmental - Landscape Architecture

Community  |  Civic & Public Safety  |  Education  |  Recreation  |  Urban
architects | engineers | landscape architects | planners | surveyors

P: (805) 543-1794  |  www.rrmdesign.com

MATERIALS SUBMISSION INfORMATION
All graphic materials submitted for use in the ASCe newsletter should have all fonts outlined, and 
links included; ePS or Pdf files preferred. other formats are Adobe Indesign or Adobe Illustrator (any 
version); additional acceptable file formats are JPeg or TIff files (minimum 300 dpi). Images embedded 
in microsoft Word documents should be sent separately, at a minimum resolution of 300 dpi at the 
display size desired. Collected files, including links and fonts, should be compressed and e-mailed, 
or sent on Cd or Zip disk (provide return address). business cards can be submitted electronically 
as well, or send clean, crisp, b&W laser print, unfolded. This publication’s size is 8½” × 11”.

..............................................................

Reminder: 
copy deadline for the november 2013 issue 
is October 1, 2013; copy deadline for the 
december 2013 issue is november 1, 2013.
..............................................................

www.rbf.com  �  www.mbakercorp.com  �  800.479.3808

Creating value by delivering
innovative and sustainable solutions 
for in�astructure and the environment.

2014 PE Review Course
January 4 - April 5, 2014

(13 Saturdays, no class on February 15)
Centrally located in Irvine

Visit our website www.rbf.com/Outreach/PE_Review.asp 
or contact Lori Schnaider at lschnaider@rbf.com or 

(949) 330-4138 for more information or to register for the course.

RBF Consulting, a company of Michael Baker Corporation, presents 
our comprehensive Professional Engineering License Review 

Course to prepare applicants for the 2014 Civil Engineering License 
Exam. The course fee of $1800 includes textbooks, practical 
exercises and 100 hours of instruction, including Seismic and 

Survey, taught by experienced engineering and surveying 
professionals. Participants can earn 10 CEUs by completing the 

course. Seismic and Survey can be registered for separately.

LOS ANGELES

IRVINE

SAN DIEGO

RIVERSIDE

LONG BEACH

CLAREMONT

architecture engineering consulting

hdrinc.com
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Please contact ASCE Membership at 
1-800-548-ASCE for any address changes.

PoStmaSter:   thiS ContainS time-SenSitive materialS.
  PleaSe deliver PromPtly.

NON-PROfIT
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Paid
PERMIT NO. 1441

Santa ana, Ca

This newsletter is printed on 
Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC)-certified paper using 
soy-based ink. 

Please send all copy to the editor by
the first of the month preceding publication.
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